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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

The relation between the static structure factor and the 
‘density-density ’ response function in the long-wave 
limit 

Victor Borisovich Bobrov 
Institute of High Temperatures, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 13/19 Izhorskaya UL, 
Moscow 127412. USSR 

Received 24 January 1990 

Abstract. A relationship between the static structure factor and the ‘density-density’ 
response function in the long-wave limit is established for the case of arbitrary parameters 
of a system. The structure factor of the degenerate ideal Fermi gas is also examined. 

Studying the static structure factors of disordered systems is of great importance in 
describing the properties of the latter for the following two reasons. First, the structure 
factors enter into most of the relations for thermodynamic functions and for kinetic 
coefficients of disordered systems. Second, they are directly measurable by scattering 
from a disordered system of neutrons, x-rays, and electrons (Pines 1963, Temperley et 
a1 1968). 

Besides, the development of a theory for the systems of strongly interacting particles 
involves poorly controllable approximations (because of the absence of any small par- 
ameters). In this case, the general relations (i.e. independent of interaction intensity) 
for the correlation functions of a system that, when satisfied, corroborate the self- 
consistency of the theory, become particularly important. 

The present work establishes a relationship between the static structure factor and 
the ‘density-density’ response function in the long-wave limit for the case of an arbitrary 
system. The structure factor of the degenerate ideal Fermi gas is also examined. 

The static structure factor S(q)  

hS(q) = V-’(GA,(O)SA-, (0)) (1) 
is known (Lifshitz and Pitaevsky 1978) to be related to the retarded ‘density-density’ 
Green function 

( 2 )  
i ”  LR(q,  w )  = --I dtexp(iwt)([6Aq(t), 6A-,(0)]) 
nv 0 

as 

S(q ,  w )  = -2h( 1 - exp( - f iw /T) )  -l Im LR(q, w). 

(3) 

(4) 
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Here, ( .  . .) is the averaging with the equilibrium statistical Gibbs operator for an 
examined system, Vis the volume of the system, Tis the temperature of the system, 

dri, = d r  bri(r) exp(-iqr) I 
dA(r) is the fluctuation operator of the particle number density in a system characterised 
by the mean density n [ci,6] = ci6 - 6ci, and 

where A is the Hamiltonian of the system. The relations (1) and (2) should hold in the 
thermodynamic limit, namely, N +  w ,  V+ 00, and n = N/V, where Nis the total mean 
number of particles in a system. 

The importance of (3) and (4) ensues from the fact that the function LR(q, w) is 
directly related to the temperature Green function LT(q, iG?,): 

ci(t) = exp(iAt/zi)ci exp(-iAt/h) ( 5 )  

U T  
LT(q,  iQ,) = t / d z  exp(iQZ,z)LT(q, z) 

-1/T 

-V-1(briq(Z)dfi-,(0)) Z > O  

- v-'(Sri-,(o)Sfi,(Z)) Z < O  
LT(q,  t) = { (7) 

which is to be calculated by the purposely designed diagram technique (Abrikosov et a1 
1962). In (6) and (7), G?, = 2nnT, n = 0, +1, . . . ; 

where fi is the operator of the total particle number and p is the chemical potential. 
Using the spectral representation of the functions LR(q, w) and LT(q, 22,) (Abrikosov 
et a1 1962), it can readily be verified that 

(6) and (7) can be used to demonstrate (Abrikosov et a1 1962) that 

B(Z) = exp[(A - yfi)z]ci exp[-(A - p f i ) z ]  (8) 

LR(q, 0) = LT(q, 0). (9) 

T LT(q ,  ia , )  = h cotanh 
Q n  

Considering that the dynamic structure factor S(q, w) satisfies the relation (Lifshitz 
and Pitaevsky 1978) 

As shown by Bobrov and Trigger (1988) 

LYq,  iQ,) - q2 (13) 

c LT(q,iQ,) 

at G?, # 0 and as q+ 0, whereas LT(q, iS2,) - q'/G?; at Q2,+ w ,  so that the series 

Q n + O  

is convergent. Therefore, 

or, if (9) is allowed for, 
nS(q+ 0) = -TLT(q+ 0,O) 

nS(q + 0) = - TLR(q + 0,O) 
In the case of classical systems (zi - 0), the stricter proposition 
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nS(q) = - TLR(q,  0 )  (16) 
is valid. This follows from (3) and (4) and from the Kramers-Kronig relations (Zubarev 
1971) for LR(q, U ) .  It is expedient to note here that the obtained relation (15) is quite a 
general result. 

From (15) it follows that the structure factor of temperature-degenerate systems has 
to be calculated carefully. Consider the example of the degenerate ideal Fermi gas of 
particles with spin S = 2. If we assume that T = 0 when calculating S(q) and LR(q, 0), 
then, as is well known (Pines and Nozieres 1966) 

LR(q+ 0,O) = -3n/2&F (18) 
where q F  = (3~r*n)’/~ is the Fermi wave factor, &F = h2q$/2m is the Fermi energy, and 
m is the particle mass. At T = 0, from (17) and (18) it follows that (16) is valid, but the 
question arises whether (17) for S(q) is valid at T < E ~ ,  where T # 0. 

In the case of non-interacting particles with spin S = 4, we find from (1): 

f p  = t1 + exP((&p - P1P) l - l  (20) 

where = h2p2/2m. If we put T = 0 in (19) and (20), then 

(21) 
d 3P 

nS(q) = J- 
P < 4 F  

IP + 41’4 F 

whence the relation (17) ensues. Examine the behaviour of S ( q )  (19) for small wave 
vectors q at T # 0 

Thus, the relation (16) for the ideal Fermi gas is satisfied rigorously at 0 < T < E, ,  
whereas the relation (17) for S(q) appears to be invalid. The fact is that as well as the 
conventional dimensionless parameters T/eF and E , / E ~  the parameter TIE, also appears 
in the calculation of S( q) .  
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